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ABSTRACT

Let D be a finite dimensional F-central division algebra and v a (Krull) valuation on F .
Denote by V the matrix valuation on F extending v. It is shown that the following statements are
equivalent; (a) v extends to a valuation on D, (b) V defines a valuation on each Kp, where Kp is
the image of K under the regular matrix representation p, and K is a finite dimensional F-division
subalgebra with F C K C D, (c) v has a unique extension to each finite dimensional F-division
subalgebra K with F C K C D. A generalization of the above result is also given in terms of
matrix valuations.
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The notion of a matrix valuation is used in [2], [3], and [6] to answer

some extension problems in valuation theory of division rings which are not

necessarily finite dimensional over their centres. It is interesting to observe that

matrix valuations may also play an important role in extension theorems of

finite dimensional division algebras over their centres. Here we give a criterion

in terms of matrix valuations for when a valuation v on F may be extended

to a finite dimensional F-central division algebra D. To do this, we recall the

definition of a matrix valuation on D.

Given a division ring D, let M(D) be the set of all square matrices over D.

On M(D) we have two operations, the diagonal sum and the determinantal

sum. The diagonal sum of two matrices At B is defined as

Given two matrices A = (A\, A2, • • •, An), B = {Bu A2, • • •, An), we define the

determinantal sum of A and B with respect to the first column as

The determinantal sum with respect to another column, or a row, is defined

for a suitable pair of matrices.

A matrix valuation on D is a function V : M(D) —• F U {00} (where F is

a totally ordered group) satisfying

MV.l . V(A ®B) = V(A) + V(B), for all A, Be M(D),

MV.2. V(AVB) > mm{V(A),V{B)} for all A,B € M(D) such that AVB

is defined,

MV.3. V(A) is unchanged if any row or column is multiplied by -1,

MV.4. 1/(1) = 0 ,

MV.5 . V(A) = 00 for any singular matrix A over D.

It is not hard to see that a matrix valuation V on D satisfies

MV.6 . V(AB) = V(A) + V(B) for square matrices A, B of the same order.
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MV.7. The restriction ofVtoD,lxl matrices over2), is a valuation on D.

We need the following result from [6], or also [7] in which further properties

of matrix valuations may be cited.

Theorem.A. Let D be a division ring with a valuation v, then v may be

extended to a matrix valuation V on D by the formula

V(A) = u(DetA), (1)

where "Det" is the Dieudonne' determinant, together with the rule V(A) = oo

when A is singular, and the correspondence v <—• V is a bijection between

valuations and matrix valuations on D.

In the commutative case, we observe that Dieudonne' determinants reduce

to the usual sort. Now, let D be a finite dimensional .F-division algebra.

Denote by p the isomorphism D = Dpy where Dp is the image of D under the

regular matrix representation p. Thus we may identify an element p(x) G Dp

by an n x n matrix over F, i.e. D 5S Dp C Mn{F), where n = [D : F], (cf.[5]).

Our main result is the following

Theorem. Let D be a finite dimensional F-central division algebra and let v

be a valuation on F. Then the follovring statements are equivalent:

(a) v extends to a valuation on D,

(b) The matrix valuation V, extending v on F, defines a valuation on each Kp,

where Kp is the image of K under the regular matrix representation p, and K

is a finite dimensional F*-division subalgebra with F C K C Df

(c) v has a unique extension to each finite dimensional F-division subalgebra

K with F CK C D ,

Proof, (a) —• (b). Assume v extends to a valuation w on D, and denote

its value group by Fp. It is easily checked that Tp must be abelian. Let

K be any finite dimensional F-division subalgebra with F C K C D and

put r = [K : F]. Consider the simple Artinian ring MT{D) which is a finite

dimensional F-algebra. Mr(D) contains two isomorphic finite dimensional

subalgebras KI and Kp, where / is the r x r unit matrix and the isomorphism

may be given by KI ~> K -?-* Kp. By Skolem-Noether theorem (cf.[4]),



there is an invertible matrix A € Mr(D) such that

p(x) = pv{xl) = A~l{xl)A, x£K.

Now, by Theorem.A., we have a unique matrix valuation W ,sayt on D ex-

tending w on D. Thus, by MV.6, we find

W(p(x)) = V(p(x)) = W(A-*) + W{xl) + W(A),x(= K,

where V = W\p is the unique matrix valuation on F extending v. Since Tjy is

abelian, we obtain

rw\K{x) = V(p(x)) = *(det /><*)), xZK. (2)

Now, it is easily shown that V defines a valuation on Kp since W\K is a valua-

tion.

(b) —> (c). Before proving this, we remark that the formula (2) suggests

that we may assume To — Tp®zQ, where Tp is the value group of F and Q, Z

are the rational numbers and the integers respectively. First we show that v

extends to a unique valuation on D. Define a function w : D* —> To by the

formula

w(x) = iv(/»(*)) = i«(JV(*)), (3)

where n = [D : F], and N(x) is the norm of D to F. Since V defines a

valuation on Dp, it is clear that w defines a valuation on D extending t> on F.

To see that it is unique, let u be another valuation on D extending v on F and

denote by U the matrix valuation on D extending u on D. Again consider the

simple Artinian ring Mn(D). It contains two isomorphic finite dimensional F-

subalgebras DI and Dp, where / is the nxn unit matrix. By Skolem-Noether

theorem, there is an invertible matrix A € Mn(D) such that

p{x) = A~l{

Now, by Theorem.A., and using matrix vaJuation U on D] by MV.6; we find

U(p(x)) = V(p(x)) = (/(A-1) + U(xl) + U(A),

where V = U\F is the unique matrix valuation on F extending t>. Thus, we

obtain nu(x) = V(p(x)) = nu?(x), i.e., u = w on D,



Now let K be any finite dimensional F-division subalgebra with F C K C

D and put r = [K : F]. Define a function g : K* —• TQ by the formula

g(x) = ±V(p(x)),

Since V defines a valuation on Kp, it is clear that g defines a valuation on

K extending o o n F . To prove that it is unique, it is enough to show that

g(x) = w\K(X) for all x € K. Now, in the simple Artinian ring MT{D) we have

two isomorphic finite dimensional F-subalgebras KI and Kp, where / is the

r x r unit matrix. By Skolem-Noether theorem, there is an invertible matrix

A € MT{D) such that

p{x) = A~l(

Now, by Theorem.A., and using matrix valuation W on D; by MV.6; we find

W(p(x)) = V(p(x)) = W{A~X) + W(xl) + W{A),x € K,

where V = W\p is the unique matrix valuation on F extending v. Thus, we

obtain rw\x;(x) = V(p(x)) = rg(x), i.e., W\K = g on if, as desired.

(c) —»• (a) is clear by taking K = D in (c),and this completes the proof.

Now, combining this Theorem and Theorem.A, we find a generalization of

the above result to matrix valuations as

Corollary. 1. Let D be a finite dimensional F-central division algebra and let

V be a matrix valuation on F. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) V extends to a matrix valuation on D,

(b) V defines a valuation on each Kp, where K is any finite dimensional F-

division subalgebra with F C K C D, and p is the regular matrix representation

ofK,
(c) V extends uniquely to a matrix valuation on each finite dimensional F-

division subalgebra K with F C K C D.

Corollary.2. Let Z), F and v be as in the Theorem, then the extensions in

the above Theorem and Corollary. 1 when exist are unique and they are given

by the formulas (3) and (1), respectively.
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We remark that other equivalent conditions for when a valuation on F ex-

tends to a valuation on D may be cited in [8], and also in [1] for real valuations.
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